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I’m unsure if today is a good or bad day for you. 
I don’t know if you think things in your life are 
going well or couldn’t be any worse. 

Regardless of how you responded to the above, 
there are a few things I think are essential for 
you to know right now…
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A n x i e t y ?
Boredom?

 Happiness?

Calmness?
Relief?

Excitement?

Confusion?Identify 

your emotions

Sadness?

Joy?

Admiration?

ShShaammee??
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Searching for help on the internet can be 
confusing and exhausting sometimes; your 
best friend can not help you dealing with 
your emotions either, and your parents don’t 
understand you. 
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Creating a website for women teenagers’ 
mental health is a tool that will help develop a 
better understanding of how they can manage 
their emotions.

I’m depressed, or I am just having a bad day.
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A woman, talking to 
another woman, things 
that someone would 
help to understand your 
emotions from a big 
sister’s perspective. 
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This project is based on young 
women from South America. 

Since the person’s background 
influences the problems they 
may have in their adolescence; 
their upbringing is different in 
each country. 
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• Latin America loses thousands of lives to suicide every year

Anguish, depression, lack of self-esteem and anxiety, among others, are some 

of the disorders young people suffer in silence, which can lead to suicide.

• The situation is a bit more complicated in Latin America, especially in lower-

income areas. According to the World Psychiatric Association, most Latin 

American countries dedicate less than 2% of their total health budget to 

mental illness. 
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Young adults

Girls and Womens
from age 18 to 24
and between 16-18 
years of age. 

 

Parents with 
adolescence 
between 16 to 24

 

Friends with 
womens friends 
between 16 to 24

 

Parents  Friends 

Target Audience
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This web page is designed for young women 
who are looking for help with their emotions 
and the changes they are going through in their 
living stage.

Young adult between 16 to 24



Name: Maria Suarez

Age: 18 

Location:  SPAIN 

Education:  SECONDARY SCHOOL

Job:  STUDENT

Family: DVORCED PARENTS

Bio/Scenario:   

Maria Suarez is a student with self-esteem problems, affecting her academic performance. 
She often compares herself to other girls her age and doesn't understand why it's hard for her 
to get high school grades, making her feel frustrated.

Goals: 

Maria wants to learn to manage her 
frustration and compare herself with 
others

Frustrations:

The frustration of comparing yourself 
with others and getting good grades

Motivations:

One of her main motivations is to have 
a better quality of life and more 
friends.

Brands:

She is a starbucks lover
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Parents are also welcome to help their 
daughters understand the changes or if they 
notice something strange in them to be able to 
identify it in time. It can serve as a guide to apply 
it in real life.

Parents with daughters between 16 to 24



Name: Juliana Martinez

Age: 44 

Location: LA PAZ, BOLIVIA 

Education:  FEDERAL UNIVERSITY 

OF LA PAZ 

Job: ACCOUNTANT

 Family:  SINGLE DAD 

Bio/Scenario: 

Juliana is a single mother with a 16-year-old daughter who is very rebellious and does not 
follow her rules. Juliana does not correct her daughter from her and let her do what she wants 
since she feels guilty that the young man does not have a parental reference 

Goals:

The main objective is to learn to understand 
your daughter and how to help her with the 
feeling of abandonment.

Frustrations:

One of her frustrations is that in Latin 
American society, hiring a psychologist is 
highly frowned upon, which is why she wants 
to start with small steps.

Motivations:

The main motivation is to have better 
communication with her daughter

Brands:

She likes to read psychology books by 
Walter riso
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For male friends or any friends who often do 
not understand women, create a web page 
to understand these young women who go 
through different stages of their lives

Friends with female friends between 16 to 24



Name: Fernando Garcia

Age: 22

Location: BOGOTA, COLOMBIA

 Education: UNIVERSITY 

Job: STUDENT

Family: PARENTS AND 2 SISTERS

Bio/Scenario:

Fernando is a 22-year-old boy studying at the University; he has two sisters, one older than the 25-
year-old and the other younger than the 20-year-old. Fernando has always had a good relationship 
with his sisters and is very concerned about them. However, lately, he has noticed that his little sister 
has had drastic weight changes.

Goals:

One of Fernando's biggest motivations is to 
understand why his sister has such drastic changes 
in weight and why she is hiding in her room.

Frustrations:

One of Fernando's frustrations is that he doesn't 
know how to approach his sister to talk to her.

Motivations:

Fernando's primary motivation is to be able 
to help his sister

Brands:

Fernando is a fan of anime and video games
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• In Latin American society, going to a psychologist is a taboo, a fear of 
rejection.

• Economic factor and lack of information

• For many years there have been patterns repeated in society among 
young adolescents.

Motivation behind & Social need
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• This project was born from my conversations with cousins, sisters and 
friends who seek help to understand what happens to them in specific 
situations.

• Many young women do not have an older sister to talk to; this was the 
case for me since I am the older sister in my family. Sometimes I would 
have liked an older sister who would have guided me in understanding 
my emotions.

Motivation behind & Personal porpuse
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• Help young adolescents understand their emotions.

• Raise awareness in society when professional help should be hired

• Create a communication tool between parents and children, including 

friends, to help decipher the changes of the young and how to help 

them during this process

The purpose of this project is ...
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Fun-easy 
interactive user 
experience 

 
Improving mental 
health
No more Taboo

 
Lack of 
information
Limited time

 

Controversy
Cultural Diference

 

Weakness 

Threat 

Opportunity 

Strength

SWOT Analysis
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How you feeling today ?
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Information Architecture

Emotions

Negative Profesional 
help websites 
and emergency 
contacts

Activities for 
Mental health
for example 
The chair activity

Positive

Neutral

Help! Activities
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Guilty Guilty



Thanks
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